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Abstract
Background
The identification of breakpoints involved in chromosomal damage could help to detect
genes involved in genetic disorders, most notably cancer. Until now, only one published
study, carried out by our group, has identified chromosome bands affected by exposure to
oil from an oil spill. In that study, which was performed two years after the initial oil exposure
in individuals who had participated in clean-up tasks following the wreck of the Prestige,
three chromosomal bands (2q21, 3q27, 5q31) were found to be especially prone to breakage. A recent follow-up study, performed on the same individuals, revealed that the genotoxic damage had persisted six years after oil exposure.

Objectives
To determine whether there exist chromosome bands which are especially prone to breakages and to know if there is some correlation with those detected in the previous study. In
addition, to investigate if the DNA repair problems detected previously persist in the present
study.

Design
Follow-up study performed six years after the Prestige oil spill.
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interpretation of the data, or preparation and revision
of the manuscript.

Setting
Fishermen cooperatives in coastal villages.

Competing Interests: The authors have declared
that no competing interests exist.

Participants
Fishermen highly exposed to oil spill who participated in previous genotoxic study six years
after the oil.

Measurements
Chromosome damage in peripheral lymphocytes. For accurate identification of the breakpoints involved in chromosome damage of circulating lymphocytes, a sequential stain/Gbanding technique was employed. To determine the most break-prone chromosome bands,
two statistical methods, the Fragile Site Multinomial and the chi-square tests (where the
bands were corrected by their length) were used. To compare the chromosome lesions,
structural chromosome alterations and gaps/breaks between two groups of individuals we
used the GEE test which takes into account a possible within-individual correlation. Dysfunctions in DNA repair mechanisms, expressed as chromosome damage, were assessed
in cultures with aphidicolin by the GEE test.

Results
Cytogenetic analyses were performed in 47 exposed individuals. A total of 251 breakpoints
in exposed individuals) were identified, showing a non-uniform distribution in the human
ideogram. Ten chromosome bands were found to be especially prone to breakage through
both statistical methods. By comparing these bands with those observed in certain exposed
individuals who had already participated the previous study, it was found in both studies
that four bands (2q21, 3q27, 5q31 and 17p11.2) are particularly sensitive to breakage. Additionally, the dysfunction in DNA repair mechanisms was not significantly higher in oilexposed individuals than in non-exposed individuals.

Limitations
The sample size and the possibility of some kind of selection bias should be considered.
Genotoxic results cannot be extrapolated to the high number of individuals who participated
occasionally in clean-up tasks.

Conclusion
Our findings show the existence of at least four target bands (2q21, 3q27, 5q31 and
17p11.2) with a greater propensity to break over time after an acute exposure to oil. The
breaks in these bands, which are commonly involved in hematological cancer, may explain
the increase of cancer risk reported in chronically benzene-exposed individuals. In addition,
a more efficiency of the DNA repair mechanisms has been detected six years after in fishermen who were highly exposed to the oil spill. To date, only this study, performed by our
group on the previous and present genotoxic effects, has analyzed the chromosomal
regions affected by breakage after an acute oil exposure.
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Introduction
Crude oil contains a number of organic compounds, in particular benzene and highly concentrated polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, which can cause biological toxicity. Currently, little is
known about the repercussions of oil exposure on human health after an oil tanker spill
(reviewed in [1–3]). Due to some volatile organic oil compounds being carcinogenic in humans
[4], it is important to determine whether there is an association between the exposure to oil
and genotoxic effects during exposure as well as after a short-term (less than twelve months) or
long-term (more than one year) period following exposure. To date, few human genotoxic
studies of acute oil exposure have been reported, with most of them carried out during or
shortly after exposure [5–12]. Long-term studies have been performed two [13–15], six [16]
and seven [17] years after exposure. Most of these studies were conducted on populations
exposed to the clean-up of the oil spill from the Prestige wreck [7–17].
In all these studies, different biomarkers such as micronuclei, comet- and chromosomealterations assays were used. Chromosomal damage is one of the most suitable biomarkers to
detect genotoxic effects, both for early and late effects, and in addition presents the advantage
of being able to predict an increase in cancer risk [18–21]. Until now, relatively few studies
have used chromosomal damage as a biomarker to investigate genotoxic effects in individuals
who had participated in oil clean-up tasks. In all these studies an increase in chromosome damage was detected during [5], as well as two [13–15] and six years after [16] acute oil exposure.
It is known that a precise identification of the breakpoints involved in chromosome damage
helps to more closely identify those genes responsible for genetic disorders, including cancer.
For this reason, our group carried out a study to determine the potential existence of chromosome bands especially affected by breakages two years after the Prestige oil exposure: P2y study
[14] In that work, the 2q21, 3q27 and 5q31 chromosome bands, which are commonly involved
in hematological cancer, were found to be the most sensitive to breakage. A follow-up study
performed six years after the exposure to oil, P6y study, revealed that the genotoxic damage
persisted, suggesting that the cells of the bone marrow had been affected [16].
The aim of the present work is to determine if there exist chromosome bands especially
affected by the genotoxic damage detected in the P6y study [16] and to identify if there is any
correlation with those detected in P2y study in the same individuals [14]. In addition, we also
aim to determine if the dysfunctions in DNA repair mechanisms found in P2y study [14] persist six years later.

Methods
Study population
The present study is part of a genotoxic project in relation to Prestige oil spill (Fig 1). Briefly
summarized, the oil tanker Prestige foundered near the northwestern coast of Spain in 2002,
releasing a sizable quantity oil into the surrounding area. During the following months more
than 300,000 persons were involved in clean-up activities. To evaluate the health effects of the
oil exposure a questionnaire survey was performed which included 6,780 fishermen [22]. Only
fishermen were included in our study in order to minimize other occupational sources that
could act as confounders in the subsequent statistical analysis. The selection criteria of participants for the genotoxic study were established using the information included in the questionnaire, detailed in a previous report [13]. In brief, the exposed individuals were fishermen who
collaborated with cleaning-up tasks (>15 days, at least four hours per day) when oil exposure
was greatest. Non-exposed fishermen were those who did not participate in cleaning task for
reasons other than those related to health. All individuals were local residents, non-smokers
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Fig 1. Flow diagram of the study. aDetailed description in 22, bDetailed description in 13, cDetailed description in15, dDetailed description in14,
e
Detailed description in 23, fDetailed description in16.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159404.g001

(current smokers and ex-smokers were excluded), fertile, without a history of cancer and with
similar occupational conditions. Genotoxic studies, in 137 fishermen, were carried out two
years after the oil spill [13,15], which included the posterior determination of chromosome
bands most affected by oil exposure as determined in the P2y study [14]. A follow-up study, in
75 of the 137 individuals who participated in the previous genotoxic study, was realized four
years later, that is to say, six years after the oil spill; P6y study [16]. In the present study, the
health questionnaire previously used was conducted in all individuals in order to detect potential health problems during the last four years [23]. The aim of our study was an accurate localization of chromosome breakpoints in metaphases with a high quality G banding pattern. For
this reason, six individuals analyzed by Hildur et al. (2015) were excluding in the present work.
The collection of the samples was carried out between November 2008 and April 2009
(between six and six-and-a-half years after the oil spill).
The present study was approved by the Ethics Committee on Clinical Research of Galicia
and all participants signed the participating consent form.

Cytogenetic analysis
Peripheral lymphocytes were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium (GIBCO Invitrogen Cell Culture, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California) supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum and phytohemagglutinin at 37°C. Lymphocyte culture harvesting and metaphase spreads were prepared
according to standard cytogenetic protocols. Only high-quality metaphases were studied.
Standard lymphocyte culture. Was used to determine the chromosome bands more
affected by breakages. Spontaneous chromosome damage included structural chromosome
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alterations evaluation (deletion, translocation, acentric, marker chromosome, etc) and chromosome lesions (gaps and breaks). At least 50 karyotypes for each individual were analyzed in
order to detect structural chromosome alterations. For chromosome lesions analyses, slides
were uniformly stained with Leishman. For each individual, at least 200 metaphases were
investigated. The same slides were de-stained and later a G-banding technique, using Wright
staining, was applied to identify the breakpoints involved in chromosome damage (chromosome lesions and alterations).
Lymphocyte culture with aphidicolin. Was realized to study of DNA repair efficiency in
a subgroup of 18 randomly selected women because females subjects were more prevalent than
males in both exposed and non-exposed individuals. Peripheral lymphocytes, obtained in the
same extraction employed for chromosome damage analyses [16], were cultured in RPMI1640 medium at 37°C for 96h. Aphidicolin (Sigma Aldrich), an inhibitor of DNA polymerase
α and other polymerases, was added to the cultures 24h before harvesting at a final concentration of 0.2μM. Chromosome preparations were uniformly stained with Leishman (1:4 in Leishman buffer) allowing for the detection of induced chromosomal damage, expressed mainly as
chromosomal lesions (gaps and breaks). Moreover, apparent structural chromosome alterations (rings, marker chromosomes, dicentric translocations, etc.) were also detected. A posterior G-banding technique was applied to identify the breakpoints involved in the chromosome
damage. A minimum of 100 metaphases were analyzed in each participant according to conventional criteria.
All slides were coded before cytogenetic analysis so that information identifying whether
individuals were exposed or non-exposed was not available until the completion of data
collection.
Chromosome lesions and chromosome structural alterations were classified according to
the International System for Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature [24].

Statistical analysis
To identify the chromosomal bands most involved in breakage two statistical methods were
used. First, the Fragile Site Multinomial method, FSM version 995 [14,25], was specifically
used to determine chromosomal regions with a greater sensitivity to breakage. Second, a chisquare analysis was performed to test the null hypothesis of a uniform distribution among the
chromosomal bands, where the bands were corrected by their length [14]. The relative length
of the affected bands in relation to total genome was estimated using the diagram of the standardized human karyotype [24]. To compare the total of chromosome lesions, structural chromosome alterations and gaps/breaks between the exposed and non-exposed individuals, a
generalized estimating equation, GEE, was used [14,26]. Differing levels of dysfunctions in
DNA repair mechanisms, expressed as chromosome damage, between two groups of individuals were also assessed in cultures with aphidicolin by the GEE test. The GEE approach is an
extension of generalized linear models designed to account for repeated, within-individual
measurements. This technique is particularly indicated for when the normality assumption is
not reasonable, as happens, for instance, with discrete data. The GEE model was used instead
of the classic Fisher exact test because the former takes into account the possible within-individual correlation, whereas the latter assumes that all observations are independent. Since several metaphases were analyzed per individual, the GEE model is more appropriate. Statistical
significance was set at p< 0.05. Statistical analyses were carried out with SAS/STAT release
9.02 (SAS Institute Inc; Cary, NC). The GEE model was fitted using the REPEATED statement
in the GENMOD procedure. The conservative Type 3 statistics score was used for the analysis
of the effects in the model.
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Results
Chromosomal bands most affected by oil exposure
The present study includes 69 of the 75 individuals of the previous P6y study. A total of 14,324
uniformly stained metaphases and 3,914 karyotypes were analyzed. Uniform G-banding
sequential analysis allowed the identification of a total of 361 breakpoints involved in spontaneous chromosomal lesions and structural chromosome alterations in exposed and nonexposed individuals. Distribution of breakpoints in the human ideogram (at the 400-bands resolution level) was not uniform in either group of individuals as shown in Fig 2. With the exception of chromosomes 21 and Y all chromosomes were affected by damage in exposed
individuals.
The chromosome bands most prone to breakages, as detected by two statistical methods in
exposed and non-exposed individuals, are shown in Table 1. With the FSM method, the number of breaks required to consider a band as being non-randomly affected was  4 for exposed
and  3 for non-exposed individuals. Ten bands were identified as most affected in exposed
individuals vs. five in non-exposed individuals, and two of them were common to both groups.
The second statistical method, using the chi-square test and taking into account the relative

Fig 2. Distribution of breakpoints observed in lymphocytes metaphases from exposed to oil (right) and non-exposed (left) individuals in the
human ideogram (400-band resolution). The most affected bands only in exposed are indicated by arrows.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159404.g002
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Table 1. Chromosome bands most affected by spontaneous breakage in exposed and non-exposed
individuals six years after oil exposure.
Exposed individuals

Non-Exposed individuals

Individuals

47

22

Total breakpoints
identiﬁed by G-banding

251

110

Chromosome lesions

149

63

Structural chromosome
alterations

102

47

Fragile site multinomial
(FSM method)

1q32(5), 5q31(5), 6p21.2 (4), 7q22(4),
8p23(4), 9q22(4), 14q24(6), 17p11.2
(5), 17q21(11), Xq22 (4)

3p21 (3), 10p13(3), 11q13(4), 14q24
(3), 17q21(4)

Statistical method using
relative length of
chromosome bands

1q22(1), 1q32(5), 2q13(2), 2q21(3),
1p13(2), 1q21(2), 2p14(1), 2q11.2(2),
2q23(2), 2q34(2), 2q35(2), 3q25(3),
2q32(2), 3p21(3), 3q13.2(1), 4p16(2),
3q27(3), 4p15.2(2), 5q31(5), 6p11.2
4q31.3(1), 4q33(1), 5p12(1), 5q22(2),
(1), 6p21.2(4), 6q21(3), 7p15(3), 7q22 6p21.2(2), 6q25(2), 7p15(2), 9q13(2),
(4), 7q32(3), 8p23(4), 8q21.2(2), 9p22 10p13(3), 10q22(2), 11p11((2), 11p14
(2), 9q13(3), 9q22(4), 9q32(2), 12p12 (2), 11q13(4), 12p13.1(1), 14q24(3),
(3), 12p13.1(2), 14q24(6), 16p13.1(2),
15q23(1),16q13(2), 17p11.2(2),
17p11.2(5), 17p12(2), 17q21(11),
17q12(1), 17q21(4)
18p11.2(3), 19p13.2(2), Xq13(3),
Xq22(4), Xq24(2)

Statistical methods used

Numbers in parentheses indicate the breaks located in chromosome band. Bold chromosome bands are
present only in exposed individuals using two statistical methods.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159404.t001

length of chromosomal bands, detected a higher number of bands especially prone to breakage
in exposed and non-exposed individuals (35 and 28, respectively), with seven of them being
present in both individual groups). The bands especially prone to breakage identified by FSM
method were also detected using the second statistical method. Eight breakage-prone chromosome bands were only detected in exposed individuals (1q32, 5q31, 6p21.2, 7q22, 8p23, 9q22,
17p11.2 and Xq22) using the two statistical methods. In addition three breakage-prone chromosome bands in non-exposed (3p21, 10p13 and 11q13), and two in both groups of individuals (14q24 and 17q21), were also observed by both statistical methods. Moreover, 2p23 and
2q23 chromosome bands are only detected as more affected in exposed individuals by the two
statistical methods.
To compare these chromosome bands most affected by breakage with those observed the
previous study [14], it was found that four bands (2q21, 3q27, 5q31 and 17p11.2) are particularly sensitive to breakage in both studies (Table 2) in different oil exposed participants
(Table 3).

DNA repair efficiency
Chromosome lesions induced by aphidicolin were studied in a subgroup of 18 individuals. A
higher number of induced lesions was observed in exposed (40,1%) vs. non-exposed individuals (30,4%), but the difference was not statistically significant (337 lesions from 840 uniform
stain metaphases in exposed vs. 319 from 1,050 non-exposed individuals; p = 0.1258).
A total of 357 breakpoints were accurately identified. Bands most affected by breakage, identified by the same statistical methods, are shown in Table 4. Eight chromosome bands especially affected by breakage were detected in exposed individuals using both statistical methods.
Chromosome bands 3p14, 6q26, 16q23, 17q21 and Xp22 were especially prone to damage in
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Table 2. Chromosome bands most affected by spontaneous breakage only in exposed individuals two and six years after oil spill exposure.
Cytogenetic study six years after oil exposure (Present P6y study)

Cytogenetic study two years after oil
exposure (Previous P2y study)

Exposed individuals

47

91

Total breakpoints identiﬁed by
G-banding

251

203

1q32, 5q31, 6p21.2, 7q22, 8p23, 9q22, 17p11.2, Xq22

2q21, 3q27, 5q31

1q22, 1q32, 2q13, 2q21, 2q23, 2q34, 2q35, 3q25, 3q27, 4p15.2, 5q31,
6p11.2, 6q21, 7q22, 7q32, 8p23, 8q21.2, 9p22, 9q22, 9q32, 12p12,
16p13.1, 17p11.2, 18p11.2, 19p13.2, Xq13, Xq22, Xq24

1p34.1, 2q21, 3q27, 4q33, 12q11,
13q11, 17p11.2, 18q11.2

Statistical methods used
Fragile site multinomial (FSM
method)
Statistical method using relative
length of chromosome bands

Bold chromosome bands are present only in exposed individuals in two studies.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159404.t002

exposed and non-exposed individuals in the two statistical methods used. Only 2p23 and 2q32
bands were found in exposed group using both statistical methods.

Discussion
Until now, although the human genome has been widely studied, little is known about the specific genome regions affected by oil exposure. The present study was included in a more
extended follow-up project on the Prestige oil spill designed to determine if chromosome damage persisted. This follow-up project is the first reported in the literature to use biomarkers to
test chromosome alterations. Two studies [13,16], carried out previously by our group, two
and six years after oil spill exposure, suggested that the stem cells of the bone marrow could
have been affected. The aim of the present study was the identification of specific chromosome
bands especially prone to breakage after an acute oil exposure and the relation of these bands
with possible genes involved in cancer.

Chromosomal bands most affected by oil exposure
It is known that a chromosome damage biomarker is useful for short and long-term evaluation
after a genotoxic exposure and moreover it is able to predict an increase in the risk of cancer
[18–21]. In addition, this biomarker allows for the identification of chromosome breakpoints
in the genome and the chromosomal bands most prone to breakage. In previous and present
genotoxic analysis ([14] and present study), a non-uniform distribution of breakpoints induced
by oil exposure in the human ideogram was found. Moreover, a notable correlation between
breakpoints and fragile-site regions (up to 84%, according to Mrasek et al. [27]) was observed.
Table 3. Type of spontaneous chromosome damage on the most affected bands in exposed individuals two and six years after oil spill exposure.
Chromosome Band

Present P6y study
Type of chromosome damage (Participant No.)

Previous P2y study
Type of chromosome damage (Participant No.)

2q21

chtg (E69); chsg (E78); del+ace (E49)

chtg (E1); chsg (E20); t(2;8)(q21;p22) (E41); chtg (E65)

3q27

chtg (E56); chtg (E88); chsb (E88)

chsg (E24); chtb (E11); chtg (E51); chsb (E72)

5q31

chtg (E74); del (E60); chtg(E24); chsg (E49); chtg (E20)

chtg (E4); t(5;16)(q31;p13.1) (E36); t(5;16)(q31;p13.1) (E36); chtb (E77)

17p11.2

del (E15); del (E85); del (E49); del (E37); del (E84)

chsb (E7); del (E61); del (E90)

ace, acentric; chrb, chromosome break; chrg, chromosome break; chtb, chromatid break; chtg, chromatid gap; del, deletion; fragment; t, reciprocal
translocation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159404.t003
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Table 4. Chromosomal damage induced by aphidicolin in exposed and non-exposed individuals to oil
six years after oil exposure.
Exposed individuals
Individuals

Non-Exposed individuals

8

10

Total breakpoints
identiﬁed by G-banding

196

161

Gaps

137

113

Breaks

59

48

2p23(5), 2q32(5), 3p14(38), 6q26(7),
11q13(5), 16q23(30), 17q21(17), Xp22.2
(9)

3p14(29), 6q26(19), 11q13(4),
16q23(38), 17q21(8), Xp22.2
(4)

2p23(5), 2q32(5), 3p14(38), 6p21.2(2),
6q21(4), 6q26(7), 7q32(4), 11q13(5),
16q23(30), 17q21(17), Xp22.2(9)

3p14(29), 6p21.3(3), 6q26(19),
7q32(3), 16q23(38), 17q21(8),
Xp22.2(4)

Statistical methods used
Fragile site multinomial (FSM
method)
Statistical method using
relative length of
chromosome bands

Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of breaks located in chromosome band.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159404.t004

These findings were relevant because fragile sites are large chromosome regions, over megabases, prone to breakage upon replication stress and are a driving force of oncogenesis [28,29];
suggesting that breakpoints originating from oil exposure may affect the genome region which
themselves are prone to breakage leading to chromosome instability and the earliest stages of
cancer development. Moreover, our findings show that four chromosome bands: 2q21, 3q27,
5q31 and 17p11.2, which were especially affected by acute oil exposure, were detected only in
exposed individuals in both studies ([14] and present study), discarding factors involved in
lymphocyte cultures. All these bands correspond to regions where fragile sites are located,
according to human genome browsers including CNBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/):
FRA2F (2q21.3; aphidicolin-type, common), FRA3C (3q27; aphidicolin-type, common),
FRA5C (5q31.1; aphidicolin-type, common), and FRA17A (17p11.2; distamycin A type, rare).
Although not all fragile sites may be equally involved in cancer development [28,30], the correlation between breaks induced by oil exposure and fragile sites may suggest some relation to
cancer development.
To determine whether any of the genes located in these four bands could explain the cellular
disorders involved in cancer, we searched the information available from genome browsers like
NCBI (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). In the 2q21 band genes are located which relate to the cellular
cycle control (CCNT2, MAP3K19 and MZT2A), DNA replication/repair mechanisms
(ERCC3, MCM6), proto-oncogene (MIR28 and RAB6C) and tumor suppressor genes (CXCR4
and NMTC1). In the 3q27 band are found the THPO gene, involved in the cellular development process, and the BCL2 tumor suppressor gene. In the 5q31 band genes have been
observed which are related with the cellular cycle control (CDC25C, CSF2, FGF1 and GDF9S),
DNA replication/repair mechanisms (RAD50), regulator chromatin (HDAC3 and SKP1),
proto-oncogenes (TGFBI), and tumor suppressor genes (EGR1, IRF1 and HINT1). And finally,
in 17p11.2 studies have identified the MAPK7 gene (mitogen activity), TOP3A gene (DNA
replication/repair mechanisms), and TNFRSF13 gene (tumor necrosis factor receptor family).
In addition to the genes related to cancer located in these bands, it is interesting to note that: (i)
acute oil exposure could affect the stem cells of the bone marrow leading to genomic instability
and an increased risk of hematopoietic malignancies, such as suggested previously by Hildur
et al. [16]; (ii) individuals chronically exposed to benzene have a higher risk of cancer [31, 32];
and (iii) a significant number of chromosome alterations in hematological diseases, such as
patients with T-cell lymphoma, acute lymphoblastic leukemia and acute myeloid leukemia, are
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associated with these four bands (reviewed by [14,33,34]). For all these reasons, we have suggested that acute oil exposure may be involved in the formation of cancer, particularly hematological, by causing chromosomal damage in the same way that chronic benzene exposure does.
Since none of individuals included in the present study had developed cancer, a more extended
follow-up study [23] realized by our group of 622 individuals revealed seven who had developed cancer (skin, prostate, colon, bladder, uterine and breast), six of them had been exposed
to oil from the spill (unpublished data). We believe that it is still too early to assess the acute oil
effect on cancer; but health authorities in the region have been alerted. Our findings reveal the
need to realize additional genetic studies to clarify if there is an association between acute oil
exposure and an increased risk of cancer.
Cytogenetic studies in individuals chronically exposed to oil or its compounds, mainly benzene, have reported that the chromosome 2 centromere, 4q21 and 7q22 bands and reciprocal
translocation t(8;21) were especially affected [35,36]. All these chronic exposure studies were
performed using G banding analysis, and the same analysis was employed in the present study.
The loss of chromosomes 5 and 7, deletions of 5q31 and 7q22, and translocations of t(9;22), t
(15;17), t(8;21) and t(14;18) have also been detected using the FISH technique [37–40].
It is worth clarifying that conventional G-banding allows for the identification of breakpoints involved in chromosome damage without focusing on specific chromosomes beforehand as opposed to the FISH methodology which detects only chromosome damage in default
specific chromosomes and presents serious difficulties in identifying the breakpoints. Chromosome band 5q31 is the only band described as especially sensitive to oil in chronic [37] and in
accidental but acute exposure ([14] and present study). Moreover, a significant amount of the
chromosome reorganization in hematopoietic pathologies involves the 5q31 band in patients
with acute lymphoblastic leukemia, myelodysplastic syndrome, chronic myelomonocytic leukemia and acute myeloid leukemia (revised in [14,33,34]), which supports the possible existence of an association between acute/chronic oil exposure and increased cancer risk,
particularly hematological.
Three chromosome bands (3p21, 10p13 and 11q13) were found only in the non-exposed
group using both statistical methods. It seems unlikely that acute exposure to oil prevents damage of these bands, rather it may be due to indirect exposure to the much slower and less
intense oil (the non-exposed group is not a true control group, but a fishermen group who did
not participate in cleaning task).
In the present study, an unexpectedly high number of breaks in the 14q24 and 17q21 bands
were detected in individuals both exposed and non-exposed to the oil spill. The presence of
breaks detected in non-exposed individual could be explained by an indirect exposure to some
oil compounds during the years following the spill, such has been suggested by Hildur et al.
[16]. This finding indicates that non-exposed individuals residing in proximity to an oil spill
should also be monitored due a probable increased risk of cancer in relation to the general population. The present hypothesis is supported by the increase of cancer, especially leukemia, in
people living in close proximity to oil refineries [41,42] and in proximity to petroleum storage
tanks [43].
However, the clinical relevance of accidental oil exposure and its association with an
increased risk of cancer (assessed by breakage in these target bands) must be confirmed by further follow-up genotoxic studies in order to detect cancer early in individuals exposed.

DNA repair efficiency
It has been reported that the chromosome lesions produced in the presence of an inhibitor of
DNA polymerase are indicative of the replication stress (by aphidicolin) and break repair
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efficiency [44,45]. In the present study we performed a replication stress/DNA repair study,
using cultures with aphidicolin, in order to compare the chromosome damage observed with
that of the previous P2y study [14]. In this P2y study dysfunction in the replication stress/DNA
repair was observed in exposed individuals two years after the oil spill. The present P6y study,
carried out in the same individuals, shows no differences between exposed and non-exposed,
indicating that the replication/DNA repair have become efficient again after 6 years of an acute
exposure. This fact may be explain the lower spontaneous chromosome damage in standard
culture lymphocytes detected in exposed individuals in follow-up P6y study [16] vs. P2y study
[14]. In opposite, the individuals chronically exposed to benzene showed a low efficiency in
DNA repair mechanisms, but by using ionizing radiation instead of aphidicolin [46–48]. The
fact that dysfunctions in DNA repair mechanisms might predispose cells to the development of
cancer [49] could explain the increased risk of cancer, reported previously in chronically benzene-exposed individuals [31, 32]. Thus, the efficiency in replication and DNA repair, detected
six years after of the acute oil exposure, suggest a possible lower risk of cancer. However, present results should be taken with caution because only eight exposed individuals were analyzed.
Moreover, the genotoxic marker used in present study is not able to differentiate between
whether the oil-related DNA damage affected DNA repair genes or if individuals with existing
DNA repair deficiency were affected preferentially.
On the other hand, in the present study a correlation between the common fragile sites
most frequent in the general population [27] and the 3p14, 6q26, 7q32, 17q21, 16q23, Xp22.2
bands most affected by breakage was observed using aphidicolin. None of these bands coincide
with those four target bands (2q21, 3q27, 5q31 and 17p11.2) with a greater propensity to break
over time after an acute oil exposure. This findings support the hypothesis of Mrasek et al. [27]
that common fragile sites are breakage-prone regions less dependent on inducing chemicals
than originally supposed.
Moreover, the most affected chromosome bands in exposed individuals are 2p23 and 2q23.
In these two bands are locate gens that can be involved in malignancies, such SPDYA (cell
cycle regulator) and ALK (anaplastic lymphoma receptor tyrosine kinase) in 2p23 band and
LYPD6B (cancer/testis antigen 116) and RIF1 (replication timing regulatory factor 1) in 2q23
band (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). However, more studies must be carried out, in a future, to link
cancer-risk and the acute oil-exposure.

Conclusions
To date, only previous and present genotoxic effects, performed by our group, have analyzed
the chromosomal regions affected by breakage after an acute oil exposure. Our findings show
the persistence of 2q21, 3q27, 5q31 and 17p11.2 chromosome bands six years after acute oil
exposure, which are commonly involved in hematological cancer. The breaks in these regions
may cause deletions or disruptions of functional genes would explain the increased risk of cancer in chronically benzene-exposed individuals. However, more number of individuals and
sophisticated analysis must be realized to link cancer-risk and the acute oil-exposure. We wish
to emphasize that our findings cannot be extrapolated to the individuals who participated occasionally in clean-up tasks nor all of the local population in the area of the oil spill because of
the sample size and the very rigorous selection of individuals.
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